
8th GRADE LANGUAGE ARTS    LESSON PLAN FOR WEEK 8   ONE TASK = ONE CLASS PERIOD MRS. LESTER AND NANSTAD 

LEARNING TARGET: STANDARD Writing 8.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, 

concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. 

Purpose: (Informative Writing) The focus is to inform ways in which certain things or ideas – usually two of them – are alike 

(comparison) and/or different from (contrast) one another.  You will need to inform and explain the similarities.  Plus, you will 

need to analyze and evaluate the differences.  *This is NOT Argument* You ARE providing personal reflections based upon 

evidence. 

Writing Prompt:  Compare and Contrast Anne’s personal growth in the Annex to your personal growth during social distancing.  

Compare how Anne grew emotionally during her time in the Annex to your personal growth during social distancing.   

Remember, Anne was in hiding for 761 days.  You have been social distancing since middle March.  Incorporate one theme (a 

life lesson) into your writing.  Possible ideas include: Are people essentially good or evil?  *  How does human nature change 

during times of life and death?  Are people more generous?  Greedy?  *  When forced to change your ways, how can hope vs 

despair help or hurt your situation? 

TASK #1: USE LITERATURE BOOK BEGINNING ON PG. 508 for the play, “The Diary of Anne Frank.  Click on this link to access 

the pages online through your 365 account. 

Task 1:  Introduction Paragraph 

Include:  Introducing main topic.  Describe what items you are comparing/contrasting.  Last sentence in introduction is your 

thesis.  Your thesis should include 3 ways how Anne personally grew during her time in the Annex and 3 ways how you have 

personally grown during social distancing and a theme too (life lesson).  These pieces you will elaborate upon in your body 

paragraphs. 

Task 2:  Body Paragraph 1 (Comparison) 

Begin with a topic sentence to show what will be in this comparative informative paragraph.  Next, you need evidence from 

Anne’s experience and personal growth.  Follow that with two sentences of elaboration (reflective thoughts from your brain) 

about her personal growth.  Transition into evidence of personal growth you have made during social distancing.  Then provide 

two sentences of elaboration about your personal growth.  Conclusion sentence(s) compares Anne’s growth to yours. 

Task 3: Body Paragraph 2 (Contrast) 

Begin with a topic sentence to show what will be in this contrasting informative paragraph.  Next, you need evidence from 

Anne’s experience and personal growth.  Follow that with two sentences of elaboration (reflective thoughts from your brain) 

about her personal growth.  Transition into evidence of personal growth you have made during social distancing.  Then provide 

two sentences of elaboration about your personal growth.  Conclusion sentence(s) contrasts Anne’s growth to yours. 

Task 4 Conclusion Paragraph 

Include:  Summary of the topic, state the significance of the subject, and provide a short evaluation of how you have developed, 

how the world has developed since WWII, how you see future developments after social distancing has been lifted.  Include a 

thorough explanation of the theme that you developed throughout your paper and the life lesson both you and Anne learned. 

Task 5 Conventions Check & Grading Rubric        Click here for Grading Rubric (You need to be on your 365 account) 

Please ensure you have spelling, and grammar corrected.  You need a minimum of one transition word or phrase per paragraph.  

You need the thesis to be the last sentence in your introduction paragraph and it has 3 specific items you will address in your 

body paragraphs.  Both body paragraphs have a topic sentence, 2 pieces of evidence, and 4 elaborations.  Your conclusion has a 

summary and short evaluation on personal and world development 

Please put your first and last name on your documents, AND your teacher’s name.  You can share these with your teacher 

using school email (lnanstad@northmasonschools.org) (jlester@northmasonschools.org) or the Remind app.  You can also 

share your documents by delivering them to Hawkins Middle School during office hours 8:00-3:30, or by placing them on your 

school bus when they deliver meals each weekday.  Thank you for your efforts.  We hope all is well with you and your family.  

Take care of yourselves. 

https://northmasonschools-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/jlester_northmasonschools_org/EeO4mNFttqdLjSSD0FmrsAcBSHO-phVZlCWAKrBqxaTUiQ?e=gqH04A
https://northmasonschools-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/jlester_northmasonschools_org/ETBe07KxFdBGruTcWvQHR7kBFfvivDwiTmGcWSDK_6wyHg?e=VyDagc
mailto:lnanstade@northmasonschools.org
mailto:jlester@northmasonschools.org


 



Name______________________________Assignment_____________________________ 

Constructed Response Rubric 

Score Criteria 
4 Your response provides substantial evidence that is specific and strong: 

• background information creates a strong, engaging introduction 

• the claim or topic sentence is strong and convincing and is clearly related to the text  

• 3 or more pieces of evidence from sources are used 

• evidence clearly supports the claim/topic and is logical 

• evidence is clearly and completely cited, smoothly worked in to the writing  

• elaboration is used clearly and effectively to explain thoroughly how the evidence 

supports the claim 

• precise words and language are used to clearly explain thinking and to connect ideas 

purposefully; the author's voice/style comes through 

• a final sentence creates a strong conclusion the restates the claim or topic 

3 Your response provides evidence that is mostly general, but provides some depth and 

specificity : 

• background information creates an adequate introduction 

• the claim or topic sentence is adequate and is based on sources, facts and details 

• 2 or more pieces of evidence from sources are used  

• evidence generally supports the claim/topic  

• evidence is cited and worked in to the writing 

• elaboration attempts to explain how the evidence supports the claim 

• general words and language are used to explain thinking and to connect ideas 

• a final sentence creates an adequate conclusion the restates the claim or topic 

2 Your response partially answers the question: 

• and introduction and/or conclusion is attempted, but is weak  

• the claim or topic sentence is not clearly stated or is only loosely based on sources, 

facts, and details 

• 1 or more piece of evidence is used, but may be weak 

• the elaboration used is sketchy and doesn’t exactly explain how the evidence 

supports the claim or topic 

• no citation is given for where the evidence came from and it doesn’t flow with the 

rest of the writing 

• no attempt is made to explain how the evidence supports the claim 

• language used to explain thinking and connect ideas is weak or inconsistent, not 

specific 

1 Your response makes a minimal attempt to answer the question: 

• there is no introduction and/or conclusion 

• claim or topic sentence shows little or no use of facts, sources and details 

• use of evidence is minimal, unrelated, repetitive, or irrelevant 

• language used interferes with the meaning of the text 

0 Your response does not answer the question: 

• there is no claim or topic sentence 

• no appropriate or related support is given 

 


